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Abstract: Wildlife damage management decisions are often incorrectly viewed as being predicated solely upon economics.
Although costs of wildlife damage and methods employed to reduce this damage are considerations in damage management
decision-making, the selection and applicationof methods are also dependentupon environmentalfactors that include biological,
physical, social, and legal influences. Professional decision-makinginvolves an assessment of these factors on a case-by-case
basis, to determine which methods and application strategies are environmentallycost-effectiveand therefore practical.
Proc. East. Wildl. Damage Control Conf. 5:24-27. 1992.

Wildlife damage management professionals often claim recognized that many potentially "effective" methods may not
that the methods we use or recommend depend on economics be applicable because of overriding social, economic, or other
and effectiveness. However, critics often challenge that these considerations.
methods are neither economicalnor effective. Both claims are
In addressing any wildlife damage situation, the thought
legitimate. Although these are considerations in decisionmaking, management decisions may or may not be dependent processthat leads to actionis basicallythe same. However,each
upon this. We must recognize that management decisions are situation has a unique set of environmentalcircumstancesthat
based upon other considerationsas well. To fail to do so is both require an assessment to determine solutions specific to that
unprofessionaland unrealistic.
particular situation.
Approachesto wildlife-humanconflictsare highlyvariable
due to an almost infinite array of factors such as the wildlife
species involved, their population dynamics, and behavior.
Likewise, there is great diversity in human populations, cultures, and behaviors. The human-wildlifeinterface is dynamic.
The resulting conflicts are dynamic as well.

When a request for assistance is received, we, like medical
doctors, auto mechanics, or other professionals, must first
identify the problem and determine if the assistance requested
is within our abilities. We must determine the impacts of the
damage and then assess the management actions potentially
applicable to the particular situation. This is followed by
selection and implementationof those methods or approaches
Our publics generally lack an understanding of wildlife most appropriate. An assessment of the effectiveness of the
managementprinciples and so may have gross misperceptions managementactionsis madeto determineif additionaltreatment
about wildlife damage management Unfortunately, these is required or if approaches must be modified (Fig. 1).
misperceptionsare shared by many wildlife professionals not
routinely involved in wildlife damage management. It is too
Decision-makingconsistsofconcurrent,multi-stagethought
often thought that solutions to human-wildlife conflicts are processes to determine impacts to, or caused by, the biologic,
simple and straightforward. Consequently, our recommenda- economic, physical, social, and legal environments. We must
tionsare frequentlynotacceptedbecauseof this overlysimplistic evaluate not only the immediateimpacts of the problem but the
view. Too few people understand that wildlife damage man- long-termimpacts as well. The relative impacts of implemenagement decision-makingis a complex process.
tation of potential methods must be compared to those for no
action. Consideration must also be given to environmental
These misperceptionsmust be changed if we, as a profes- influences upon the effectiveness and practicality of various
sion and management specialty, are to provide appropriate methods (Fig. 2).
assistance to our publics. We must communicate that many
variables must be evaluated in developing and implementing Damage ~essment
wildlife damage management strategies. Our credibility, and
We must first assess the damage or conflict itself. Immeconsequently our effectiveness, are dependent upon public diate attention is given to identificationof the species involved
understanding.
and extent of damage. We must also determine present and
potentialfuture environmentalimpactsin the absenceof control
COMPLEXITY OF DECISION-MAKING
actions. If left unaddressed,what will be the biological impacts
The resolution of human-wildlife conflicts is a dynamic of the damage? Will there be unacceptablehabitat degradation
and frequently complex process. Management decisions are or interspecific competition? Will there be impacts upon
based on many factors. While our objective as professional threatened or endangered species, or other species of special
wildlife damage specialists is to solve problems with a mini- concern?
mum of negative biological impacts, it must be more widely
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Fig. 1. Environmentalinfluenceson wildlifedamage managementdecision-making.
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Fig. 2. Compartmentalizedflow model for determiningwildlife damage managementstrategies.
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What are the economic losses attributed to the damage?
What is the social acceptability of the damage? We must also
consider other environmental impacts. Will damage to soils,
water. or air be unacceptable? What are the legal implications
to the property owner or manager, or possibly to us as wildlife
managers, if no attempt is made to resolve the problem? This
damage assessment must be conducted first to determine the
seriousness of the problem and allow comparisons among
management options.
Methods Assessment
The most commonly recognized aspect of the decision
process is that of evaluating methods, or action approaches. As
with damage assessment, we must consider impacts of management actions on various environments, and the influences of the
environmental components upon management actions.

These include both positive and negative impacts. Of the
array of methods or management actions potentially applicable
to a particular situation, we must assess the impacts on various
habitats and wildlife. What are the monetary costs of implementing various management actions? What will be the impact
on soils, water, or air? What are the animal welfare concerns and
associated social acceptability of various actions? What are the
legal ramifications regarding what can be used, who can use it,
and when and where it can be used?
Implementation
At this point, several management methods should have
been identified that are practical for the situation. The determination of which method(s) to initially implement is then dependent upon relative effectiveness and available expertise. For
example, the most effective action for one situation may be
lethal removal, while a similar but uniquely distinct situation
may be most effectively addressed by scare tactics. Effective
damage resolution is often best attained by combining several
methods with an integrated pest management (1PM) approach.

Professional assistance may be provided through technical
advice, hands-on management, or in combination. Exclusionary methods and methods directed at managing the affected
resource are usually implemented by the property owner or
manager. These include such actions as animal husbandry, crop
management, fencing, structural improvement, and modifications of human behavior. Direct management may be implemented by either the professional wildlife specialist or resource
owner. These actions are directed at moving or removing
wildlife and include harassment, translocation, and lethal control efforts.
Cost-effectiveness considerations of wildlife damage
management actions are not limited to those related to economics. This decision process illustrates the environmentalcosteffectivenessconsiderations routinely made in developing management strategies. The result of these assessments are management approaches that are the mostenvironmentall y cost-effective

not only with respect to economics, but to biological, physical,
social, and legal parameters, as well.
INFLUENCING PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS
Our professional management decisions and associated
reasoning are often not appreciated or accepted by many of our
publics. Why? People increasingly view us not as protectors but
as destroyers of wildlife. These perceptions are based on
emotion rather than reality. Unfortunately, perception often
becomes reality and emotions impact how we do business.
Sociocultural influences may require us to develop recommendations or implement actions that are costly, ineffective, and
even biologically unsound.

Why is emotionalism having an increasing influence on
wildlife damage management? It is because of the activism of
emotion-ridden and often self-serving rhetoric of individuals
and organizations who have a common concern for animal
welfare. These well-meaning individuals do not understand the
basic principles of wildlife management and are ignorant of the
environmental parameters within which damage management
decisions are made. Regardless, they actively and effectively
communicate their messages to people.
Animal activists are getting the attention of the American
public and are increasing the credibility of the messages they
send. Because of shared concerns for the welfare of animals, the
naive public increasingly perceives many of these activists and
organizations to be wildlife management experts. They are
heroes who have come to the rescue of defenseless wildlife
which the public believes have no other protectors. We are often
portrayed as villains mismanaging our nation's wildlife, and our
credibility is being steadily eroded.
Why are they so successful? It is because we, as a wildlife
management profession, are not adequately informing our publics
of what we do and why we do it. Through lack of action we are
nurturing public misperceptions regarding wildlife-human
conflicts and ways to address them. We must become wildlife
managementactivistsif our publics are to fully understand our
decision-making process and make logical and realistic appraisals
of our professional recommendations and actions. We must
become proactive rather than reactive.
In our contacts with people, whether one-on-one with a
homeowner who has squirrels in the attic, or when addressing a
large audience such as this, we must make every effort to
communicate the many factors that require consideration in
developing management actions. We must communicate that
decisions are the result of a complex assessment process and not
based solely on economics, effectiveness, or any of a number of
other single factors. Very importantly, we must emphasize that
each situation is unique, as are the solutions to the problem.
We must be aware of public perception and its influence on
the services we provide. In promoting the responsibility of our
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actions,we mustfocuson our mutualconcernsfor the environ- our actionsare those of responsible,professional,and caring
mentandforthewell-beingof bothhumansand wildlife.It must wildlife biologists. We must not asswne that our publics
beunderstood
thatouractionsare based on manyenvironmental understandthis, much less acceptiL
considerations.Wemustensurethatourpublicsunderstandthat

